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A Kid’s Guide to Puerto Rico is a fun and colorful way to introduce young readers (ages 9-12) to
this U.S. territory and its 3.4 million American citizens. The book is part of a series from Curious
Kids Press about countries and cultures around the world. Designed primarily for recreational,
high-interest reading, the informational text series is also a great resource for students to use to
research geography topics or writing assignments.

From BooklistClimate change serves as both theme and frequent discussion topic in this
purpose-driven survival tale. Nick, half Inuit, reluctantly agrees to accompany his older brother,
Ryan, on an expedition into the Yukon’s remote Firth River territory to photograph one of the last
caribou herds of any real size. Disaster strikes immediately when their raft is overturned by an
ice jam—and compounds as the two head downstream in search of their supplies, only to
discover they are in prime grizzly country. The trek not only gives them plenty of time to
exchange views on climate-related issues but also to experience a violent lightning storm (once
rare above the Arctic Circle) and an uncommonly wild gale while also being repeatedly attacked
by grizzlies and a huge, aggressive “grolar bear” (a newly emerging hybrid) who has already
killed other area visitors. Though plainly intent on delivering the message “the climate has
become a beast, and we are poking it with sticks,” Hobbs balances info dumps with evocative
natural observations and a plot lit up with extremes of privation and deadly danger. Grades 6-10,
--John Peters --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review“Nonstop survival adventure.” --
Kirkus Reviews“Purpose driven survival tale…a plot lit up with extremes of privation and deadly
danger.” -- ALA Booklist“Turbocharged wilderness survival story.” -- Horn Book
Magazine“Exciting…The imagery is truly majestic. It will resonate with kids who have a healthy
respect for the awesomeness of nature.” -- School Library Journal --This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the Back CoverA Bear like no other . . .An accomplished Inuit hunter at
fifteen, Nick Thrasher is about to bring home a caribou when he loses the meat to a fearsome
creature never before seen in the wild. It's half grizzly, half polar bear. Wildlife experts will soon
be calling it a "grolar bear."Back home in his Arctic village, Nick receives a letter from Ryan
Powers, the half brother he has never met. On assignment for National Geographic, Ryan is
coming north to photograph migrating caribou, and proposes Nick join him on a raft trip down
the remote Firth River. Their adventure is barely underway when both are thrown into the
freezing river, under a ceiling of solid ice. With nothing but Nick's knife and the clothes on their
backs, Nick and Ryan fight to survive in a world of caribou, wolves, and grizzlies. All the while,
the dreaded grolar bear stalks the land.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorWill Hobbs is the award-winning author of nineteen novels, including Far North, Crossing
the Wire, and Take Me to the River.Never Say Die began with the author's eleven-day raft trip in



2003 down the Firth River on the north slope of Canada's Yukon Territory. Ever since, Will has
been closely following what scientists and Native hunters are reporting about climate change in
the Arctic. When the first grolar bear turned up in the Canadian Arctic, he began to imagine one
in a story set on the Firth River.A graduate of Stanford University, Will lives with his wife, Jean, in
Durango, Colorado.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside FlapWhen the
motto of your village is never say die, you have a lot to live up to. . . .At home in Canada's Arctic,
Nick Thrasher is an accomplished Inuit hunter at fifteen. About to bring home a caribou for his
ailing grandfather, Nick loses the meat to a fearsome creature never before seen in the wild. It's
half grizzly, half polar bear. Experts will soon be calling it a grolar bear.Returning to his village,
Nick receives a letter from the half brother he's never met. A former Grand Canyon river guide,
Ryan Powers is now a famous wildlife photographer. He'll soon be coming to Nick's part of the
world to raft the remote Firth River in search of huge herds of migrating caribou. Ryan also wants
to learn what Inuit hunters are saying about climate change in the Arctic. He invites Nick to come
along and help him find the caribou.Barely down the river, disaster strikes. Nick and Ryan are
both thrown into the freezing river and find themselves under a ceiling of solid ice. With nothing
but the clothes on his back and the knife on his hip, Nick is up against it in a world of wolves,
caribou, and grizzlies. All the while, the monstrous grolar bear stalks the land.--This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.From School Library JournalGr 5-7-Fifteen-year-old Inuit
hunter Nick Thrasher, fresh off a terrifying encounter with a strange bear that seemed half polar/
half grizzly, receives a letter from the half brother he has never met. Ryan invites Nick to join him
on a photographic journey for National Geographic, rafting down the remote Firth River far above
the Arctic Circle. Initially against the idea, Nick finally decides to go at the urging of his much-
beloved grandfather, Jonah, who once made the same journey as a young man. The trip proves
extremely dangerous, and soon Nick and Ryan find themselves struggling to survive against
bears, wolves, and the frozen elements. Hobbs is obviously concerned about climate change in
the Arctic. Jonah is mostly portrayed idealistically through Nick's eyes while Ryan is used
primarily as exposition or to present an argument on one side or the other in regard to the
ecological conditions in the far north. None of this is to say that Never Say Die doesn't tell a good
story; much of it is exciting and some of the imagery is truly majestic. It will certainly resonate
with kids who have a healthy respect for the awesomeness of nature. The only problem comes
when Hobbs veers too far from his story to lecture on the nature of Arctic climate change and its
growing effect on the environment and the people who live there.-Erik Knapp, Davis Library,
Plano, TXα(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.Read more
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Mtp, “Gorgeous Book!!. Beautiful beautiful book! Full of colors, tons of information and stunning
photos. My 7 year old can not get enough of this book! Highly recommend.”

CMunoz, “Great Information. The information was awesome for my sons project. The pictures
are beautiful.”

lisa grant, “PUERTO RICO Book. Grandchildren have cousins that go to PR 2/3 times per yr to
see their family. This helped give the US grandkids full color pictures of the area. They showed
it to thier cousins who gave seen some of the items pictured.”

David O'Brien, “Our kids love it!. Planning a trip to PR this year and the kids are reading up on it
before going. They loved the colors and easy readability of this little book.”

Kathryn Toussaint-Williams, “good book for kids. It’s great for my Air BNB.”

B. Kieran, “Excellent kid’s guide for PR. Covers a lot of aspects of PR in a few pages - definitely
recommended for kids visiting the island. Wish it had covered a few other things like Viejo San
Juan, Arecibo observatory, and parts of the center of the island like Orocovis.”

Words2go, “Nicely done, both informative and attractive.. Basic information, but covering a wide
range of island info.As an adult reviewing it for my grandchildren, I was pleased the language
wasn’t childish.”

The book by Jack L. Roberts has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 66 people have provided feedback.
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